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Overview
IK Driver helps to bring your Unity vehicles to life by animating the avatar driving based on
the horizontal/vertical axis input values from the car controller. This allows for vehicle
input to be complimented by applying the appropriate procedural IK animations for
looking, steering, shifting, brake, gas and clutch pedal actions.
This document will cover the following topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Replacing the vehicle model
Adjusting the avatar model
Adjusting IK Target transform positions
Creating a new vehicle prefab
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In this example I will configure a new car model for the IK Driver prefab using Fantastic Race
Car 13 from the asset store.
https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/en/#!/content/29461

1. Open the “IK Driver Demo” scene located in the “Assets\TurnTheGameOn\IK Driver” folder.
This scene contains a prefab called “IK Driver_Hatchback Car”, use it to build your new
vehicle prefabs. You can rename it now and make a new prefab by dragging it into a folder
in your project window then update your new prefab as you go. In this example I’ve named
my new prefab “IK Driver_Tutorial Prefab“.
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2. Bring your new car model into the scene as a child of the new “IK Driver_Tutorial Prefab“
object. This will replace the current car model named “Hatchback Car Model”. Before we
remove the old model we can use it as a visual reference to scale our new car model to the
proper size. Observe the scale of the hatchback demo car is 1.4, this is good enough for the
tutorial car but you may need to use a different scale for different cars since all models are
made differently.
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3. Assign the new wheel mesh objects to the Vehicle Controller script in the same order the
default vehicle is assigned: Front Right, Front Left, Rear Right and Rear Left. Then press the
“Align Wheel Colliders” button to re-position the vehicle controller’s wheel colliders so that
they match the new wheels.

4. The old vehicle model “Hatchback Car Model” is no longer required, you can delete this and
update apply the changes made to your new vehicle prefab.
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5. Select the Wheel Colliders and adjust their radius, transform.position.y and any other
setting you might like to better suit your new vehicle type.
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6. Assign the new brake light mesh object(s) to the Vehicle Brake Light script and set the
material index value to match the material index of your brake light material, in this case
my new vehicle's brake lights is element 0.
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7. Replace the vehicle collider mesh and make any collider transform adjustments. My new
vehicle includes different LOD versions of the model, I will use the body mesh from LOD2
since it’s well optimized and suits this need. In my case this LOD.

The new mesh object I’m using is not the same scale, it’s far too small; I will change the fbx
object’s model scale factor to 1, which is the same as the new vehicle model.
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8. Next we will need to adjust the avatar position to match the driver’s seat, this will need to
be tested by moving the avatar while the editor Play Mode is turned on so we can see what
the sitting animation looks like as we move the transform. The object we are moving is
called “Racer”, use the scene’s transform move tool and rotate your view around to find an
appropriate position and make a reference (right-click transform - copy component) so we
can assign it with Play Mode turned off.
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9. Turn off Play Mode and paste the new transform component values for the “Racer” object.
Then copy the x, y and z values to paste into the Avatar Position fields on the IK Driver script
and apply the new changes to the prefab. We may need to adjust this position value again
after the steering wheel is setup if the positioning is not properly aligned.
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10. Move the new vehicle’s steering wheel object to be a child of the “IK Steering Wheel” object,
then set its transform position to 0,0,0. Then make any additional position or rotation
adjustments so that the steering wheel is well aligned.
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11. The “IK Steering Wheel” IK Target objects can be adjusted to better fit my example wheel
since the original steering wheel was a little larger. We can unparent our new steering
wheel object for a moment and resize all IK Steering Targets at once by resizing the parent
“IK Steering Wheel” object. I found a scale of 1.2 to be about right.

12. You can reattach the new steering wheel object to be a child of the “IK Steering Wheel”
object, delete the old steering wheel mesh and apply the new changes to the prefab.
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13. Position the “IK Steering Wheel” object in the car so it is as close as possible to the intended
position. In my case a good position is -0.554, 1.012, 0.037 .
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14. All major components of IK Driver have now been configured, what remains is additional
adjustments of IK Target positions for foot pedals, gear shifter and look position. These
objects are all children of the “IK Objects” object. I will only adjust this parent object’s
transform position so that all child objects move with it. I will use the shifter object’s gizmo
as a target reference position to help guide me, this is the small orange cube that is visible
in the scene view near the shifter. Doing this in Play Mode will help you visualize your
animation as you move the parent object. The goal is to position these objects so the look
target gives you a good camera view and the shifter looks like it’s being grabbed when the
shift animation is triggered. Right-click and copy the component transform values and paste
them after you exit play mode.
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15. IK Driver setup is now complete, you can apply your final changes to the prefab. If you like
you can now spend additional time focusing on the details of the IK Driver avatar and target
positions that were configured in this exercise to find more precise transform values. Each
IK Target that you move will make the driver animate a bit differently.
16. You can also adjust the rear and side view mirror objects to match the position’s of your
new vehicle, the shader used for the mirrors uses a texture as a mask that you can create
so it fits the shape of your vehicle's mirror.

